LEADERSHIP MESSAGE

From The Board President &
The Executive Director

For over three decades now, Alzheimer’s Resource of Alaska (ARA) has grown and tailored its services to meet the ever changing needs of Alaskan’s throughout all our communities served. With that, this past year was no exception.

Facing new federal regulations and state policies shifting to an entirely conflict free case management system, our agency, as did many similar nonprofit providers of both Care Coordination and In-Home Services, embarked upon one of the toughest challenges to date. And, while we had few clients served under both Care Coordination and In-Home services, we were required as a recipient of Medicaid to provide just one service or the other. After careful research, a thorough and considerate review of the options, and robust yet sometimes difficult discussions, our board of directors determined that our best service, in support of our mission and most aligned with our existing Education and other program offerings, was to continue our dedication and advocacy as a Care Coordination provider.

Our organization was further dedicated to providing our clients and staff a smooth transition to this new system. Partnerships were formed with various providers of excellence in direct care services. We were able to work cooperatively with them to transition our In-Home Services clients and staff to these partners. We also worked to bring on-board new Care Coordinators to our agency and helped their previous clients make the switch to ARA as well. By the end of the year, we significantly increased our Care Coordination services in Anchorage, Juneau and the Matanuska Valley.

Despite these challenges, our organization and dedicated team continued to remain steadfast and focused on the well-being of those in need. This focus on our mission and to rising to the occasion in order to meet our community’s needs has been the source for our organizations longevity and success. While we braved new obstacles along the way, we continued our focus on finding solutions to ensure quality of life for vulnerable Alaskans.

We know through experience that the road ahead may present unknowns or other adversities but through the commitment of our team, and all those who generously give their time and financial contributions in support of our work, that we will be prepared for what lies ahead. We remain fortunate to be blessed by the generosity of your support. We look forward to what tomorrow brings and together we’ll continue to ensure quality lives for all we serve!

Sincerely,

Natasha Pope
Karl Garber
FY16 Board President Executive Director
Our Mission:
Support Alaskans affected by Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders to ensure quality of life until a cure is found.

Who We Serve:
We serve individuals of any age with ADRD, frail elders, people with disabilities and their families.

Alzheimer’s Resource of Alaska:
is the leading source of information, support and services in Alaska for Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias (ADRD). We have been a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization since 1984.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

President: Natasha Pope
Vice President: Patrick Cunningham
Treasurer: Cindy Vanden Berg
Secretary: Nicki Addoniso
Member-at-Large: Lynn Van Vactor
Members: Ken Acton, Dawnia Clements, Nancy Jones, Sharon Gratrix, Mike Lajoie, Rhonda McLeod, Patty Miller, Jonell Snook-Holmes
Our highly trained staff touched the lives of **3,624** clients, caregivers, family members and professionals across **106** Alaskan communities.

The Care Coordination team served **80%** more clients compared to FY2015.

Caregivers, clients and their loved ones attended **1,315** classes, support groups and activities provided by the Education team.

The quotes throughout this book follow the story of a woman and her husband, who was diagnosed with early-onset Alzheimer’s. As you flip through these pages and take this journey with them we hope you are able to come to a better understanding of the work we do and the lives we touch.

“I walked into Alzheimer’s Resource of Alaska and said, ‘Help! Can you help us?’ It was absolutely the best decision I could have made. Suddenly, I wasn’t alone navigating a world I knew nothing about.”

“They enabled us to feel we could cope with this after all and have a good quality of life. [...] We will never forget what the Alzheimer’s Resource of Alaska staff, programs and resources did for our family.”
3,624 family caregivers, loved ones, frail elders, persons with disabilities, individuals living with ADRD and professional providers turned to us for help this year. Each journey has been unique but our mission to provide information, education and support to our fellow Alaskans in cities, towns and villages across the state has remained constant. The numbers below represent only a part of their story and ours. The needs of our most vulnerable neighbors are expanding and with them, our determination to consider the whole person and to reassure each that they are not alone.

RECIPIENTS BY REGION*

Yukon/Kuskokwim – 100
Interior – 278
Bristol Bay/Kodiak – 40
Anchorage – 1410
Southcentral – 765
Southeast – 227
Kotzebue/Norton Sound/Northern – 13
Aleutian Islands – 5

*786 PROFESSIONAL PROVIDERS ACROSS 8 REGIONS

RECIPIENTS BY CATEGORY

Client 56%  
Caregiver 32%  
General Public 12%  

RECIPIENTS BY GENDER

Male 32%  
Female 64%  

SERVICE RECIPIENTS
733 lives made easier thanks to the support that Care Coordination offers. Identifying and locating providers best able to meet short and long term needs is a task that is often difficult and overwhelming for family members and loved ones. Our growing staff of Care Coordinators are professionals with extensive knowledge of community resources. They understand eligibility requirements and payment options and create person-centered care plans that maximize independence and ensure a safe living environment.

**What We Do**

**Identify & Connect** you with services and supports you need to maximize independence and ensure safety.

**Provide Information** you need to select your own services - a process that need not be difficult or overwhelming.

**Advocate** with community organizations to support you in reaching your goals.

**Coordinate Services** such as in-home supports, transportation, adult day services, respite for family caregivers, group/assisted living homes and much more.

**Who We Are**

**Professionals** with extensive knowledge of community resources.

**A Team** that understands eligibility requirements and payment options for needed services.

**People** dedicated to assessing your functional and medical needs to develop person-centered care plans.

“I had someone to call, to communicate with, to advise me when situations arose, and they seemed to happen continually. [...] We had a Care Coordinator that fought for us.”
For Individuals with ADRD

Art Links is a weekly art program that provides a vehicle of self-expression for Alaskans experiencing memory impairment. Caregivers are invited to participate or to attend support group meetings.

Memory Screenings are free of charge to anyone concerned about memory loss.

Mind Matters is an education and support program for individuals with early memory loss. This program goes beyond the confines of a traditional support group and offers participants a chance to connect socially while engaging in meaningful activities including: writing, volunteering and listening to guest speakers.

Brain Games is an ongoing socially and mentally stimulating support program to help improve or maintain cognitive skills for individuals experiencing memory loss at moderate levels.

“He started Art Links on Fridays for he is an artist and had become an artist with dementia. He lived for that hour and that activity! It brought him such joy!”
For Family and Friends

**ABC’s of Caregiving** consists of an expanding selection of workshops designed for family members, friends and the public interested in learning the best practices in various caregiving techniques.

**Savvy Caregiver** is a program for people who are caring for a loved one with dementia. It is a six-week, two hour a week class that addresses emotions and decision making, gives a thorough overview of ADRD and focuses on improving the practice of caregiving.

**Support Groups** are guided by a trained facilitator and allow family caregivers and friends an opportunity to meet regularly for mutual support.

**New Programs** are offered throughout the year in an effort to innovate ways to improve the lives of our clients and their loved ones. This year we added an additional Mind Matters Support Group.

**Virtual Dementia Tours** give the participant an up close, hands-on experience to help them understand what their loved one is experiencing, thereby making them able to provide better care.

---

For Professionals

**Savvy Professional, Dementia Care Essentials, Dementia Care Workshop, Virtual Dementia Tour** and customized trainings were made available for professionals who take care of persons with dementia. Many of these classes are accredited and offer continuing contact hours.

**Our Winter Workshop** afforded 148 attendees the opportunity to expand their professional practice in learning person centered approaches in caregiving. The workshop featured Dr. G. Allen Power and Rosemary Bakker, two experts who have gained wide renown for their innovative, person-centered approaches to dementia care. The event was put on in partnership with Southeast Alaska Independent Living, The Alaska Training Cooperative and The Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority.
23,882 hours caring for the growing senior population in Alaska. In-Home services often allow elders with physical or cognitive limitations to remain in their home rather than being placed in a care facility. The services ensure their safety, comfort and well-being. Even as we transitioned out of In-Home services, our staff provided 205 consultations to help people get the services they need and served 218 Alaskans, tailoring services to each unique individual.

“We know the need is great, we know what it is like to have that need, and we know you are amazing, caring, compassionate, knowledgeable, professional and resourceful people who truly save people’s worlds.”

Our In-Home Solutions

**Personal Care Attendants** serve individuals who require a helping hand with daily hands-on care.

**Chore Services** are offered for frail elders who need help with household chores to keep their homes safe and comfortable.

**Respite** offers a short break for caregivers caring for a loved one.

**Senior Solutions** is an option specifically designed to meet the needs of the client and allows the most flexibility of services based on the needs of the individual.
Alzheimer’s Resource of Alaska (ARA) began more than three decades ago when sisters Rebecca Clement and Beverly Tallman realized that the loved ones of those living with ADRD had almost nowhere to turn in the community. Originally we were a support group to form connections and build partnerships. Today, 32 years later, ARA is still firmly rooted in the community, and all of our successes still stem from the ability to form personal connections.

In fiscal year 2016 we proudly continued the tradition of connecting with old friends and gaining new ones in hopes of creating a more caring, knowledgeable and supportive community. A few of our community events are featured below.

**Amblin’ For Alzheimer’s** brought out 392 participants. It was the 12th year for the event.

**A Night to Remember,** was hosted by the 35 Plus Singles Dance Club. The dance was put on for the 6th year in a row to benefit ARA.

**WineStyles** hosted a wine tasting and silent auction to benefit ARA at O’Malleys On the Green in November.
331 Mini-Grants Awarded Statewide for a total of $232,972

Mini-grants provide individuals diagnosed with ADRD essential items to improve their quality of life and increase independent functioning. Eligible recipients may receive up to $2,500 per year to cover the cost of items or services, that they could not otherwise afford, that allow them to attain and maintain healthy and productive lifestyles. The Mini-grant program is funded by the Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority.

$133,485 in essential living supplies
$56,254 in adaptive assistance
$26,996 in medical, hearing, dental and vision care
$16,237 in accessibility needs

“We had the mini-grant program to apply for things like Project Lifesaver with the tracking bracelet, [...] things we never could have afforded on our own.”

24 SAFE Grants for $2,624

Senior Assistance for Essentials (SAFE) grants may be small, limited to $250 per individual, but they make a huge and immediate impact. When the strains that come with aging in place become overwhelming we are happy to be able to step in and provide a helping hand for swift relief. Whether it’s a haircut, a new pair of shoes or just a ride across town, the SAFE grant program enables us to improve the lives of our most vulnerable elders. SAFE grants are funded by First National Bank Alaska.
Fiscal Year 2016

**Revenue - $3,395,787**
- Grants.................................$2,110,261*  
- Fees for Service..................$863,268  
- Contributions & Events.......$273,593  
- Other Income......................$148,665

**Expenses - $3,386,454**
- Care Coordination...............$1,149,500  
- Education...........................$982,378  
- In-Home Services...............$695,810  
- Administration...................$381,383  
- Fundraising..........................$162,383  
- Research................................$15,000  
  (<1%)

84% of expenses are attributed to program costs.

*Grants are funded by:
- State of Alaska Department of Health & Social Services, Division of Senior & Disabilities Services
- State of Alaska Department of Commerce and Economic Development, Division of Community Regional Affairs
- Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority
- Mat-Su Health Foundation
- Mat-Su Borough
- Municipality of Anchorage
- Fairbanks North Star Borough
- United Way Mat-Su
CONTRIBUTORS TO PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016
Due to limited space we are unable to list all community supporters and volunteers. We do thank all of those who contributed generously and helped further our mission. For a full list please view our online report at AlzAlaska.org

Martha Irvin Society
($10,000+)
Alaska Medicare Clinic
Alaska Neurology Center
John & Jackie Brunton
Wayne Holmes & Jonell M. Snook-Holmes

Benefactors League
($5,000 - $9,999)
Sharon K. Gratrix
Johnson & Johnson
Rhonda S. Scott

Remembrance Club
($2,500-$4,999)
Alice Richardson
Anchorage Lodge No. 1534 Loyal Order of Moose

Caregiver’s Alliance
($1,000 - $2,499)
Ken Acton
AlaskaUSA Federal Credit Union
All About Care, Inc.
American Legion Jack Henry Post I, Inc.
Delynie Chambers
Chugiak Lions Club
Comfort Keepers
ConocoPhillips Alaska
Patrick & Marietta Cunningham
Robin A. Figueroa
Carl Gai & Garber
Howard L. Hansen
Hearts & Hands, Inc.
Katie D. Holmes
IBEW Local 1547
Kroger-Fred Meyer
Linda L. Kumin
Leonard & Martens, LLC
Lyden Incorporated
Mat-Su Health Foundation
The Odom Corporation
Perkins Coie, LLP
Charles & Ann Pilch Providence Health Services
Rasmussen Foundation
Mary Ellen Segelhorst
Sun ’ami
Teddy’s Tasty Meats, Inc.
Trinity Lutheran Church
Mitch & Cindy Vanden Berg

Ambassador’s Circle
($500 - $999)
J. T. Adzima
Alaska Airlines
Candice A. Bagoy
BDO USA, LLP.
Shirley A. Bennett
Beta Sigma Phi City Council
Betty Branson
Carpenters and Joiners of America Local 1281
Louis Carufel
Denali Alaskan Federal Credit Union
Jon & Gail Ealy
John & Carol Ellis
Fairbanks Emblem Club 
#109 Games of Chance
Robin A. Figueroa
Craig Graff
The Geyer Family
Paul & Anne Harder
Homewell Senior Care
David Howe
Pamela Kelley
Deborah Larson
Laurence A. & Mary C. Marshburn
David & Betsy Lawer
William Magette
Midnight Sun Lazyman Triathlon
Patricia Miller
Douglas & Donna Mills
Northern Skies Federal Credit Union
Parker Smith & Feek
James M. & Judith M. Powell
William Powell
Prestige Care Rehabilitation Center of Anchorage
Harry “Bing” Prichard
Cathryn E. Rasmussen
Traci Sanders
Sons of Norway Bernt Balchen Lodge No. 46
Gerald & Melody Springer
David Stranger & Rhonda McLeod
Janis L. Taylor
TLC Home Care Agency
TRUIST
Patrick Von Gemmingen
Georgia & Millard Woodson

Supporters Circle
($100 - $499)
A & C Rentals, LLC
Salvatore & Noreen Addonizio
Brenda Aiken
Alaska National Insurance Co.
Alaska Stairlift & Elevator
Alaska Travel Industry Association, Fairbanks
Alaska Water Technologies
Brandon & Sandra Allen
Angela Anderson
James C. Anderson
Kathryn Anderson
John & Debbie Andrys
Richard & Betty Lou Anthony
Frank & Linda Appel
Apricot Lane Boutique
JoAnn Asher
Wanette Ayers
Ronald & Teresa Bailey
Joseph & Rachel Baldwin
Walter & Noni Baldwin
Susan Banks
Kimmer Barrows
Kimberly Bassett
Arthur M & Alyson C Behm
Beta Sigma Phi Alpha Master Chapter MA163
Margot Bias
Judy Bickford
Donna I. Bond
BP Foundation, Inc.

Patricia B. Branson
Katherine Brincefield
Marla Brown
Marjorie Brugman
Paul Virginia & Mary Bruno
Jody & Craig Brunton
Susan & David Brunton
Helene Brust
Burkeshore Marina Enterprises, LLC.
Dean Carson
CFCNCA 0990
Arlene Chapman
James L. Christiansen
Dayne Clark
Rebecca Clement
Donna M. Conrad
Costco Wholesale
Michael J. Courtney
Diana Crisp
Maria Crouch
Carolyn A. Keil & Kirk Currey
D.D.
D.J. Excavation & Development, Inc.
Paul & Sandra Dagdigan
Joseph & Joan Darnell
Kathy Dawson
Dorka DeLaRosa-Fickes
Dealers Auto Auction of Alaska, Inc.
Mary R. Denkewalter
Designer Interiors
Jennifer M Deutsch
Alice Devine
Cynthia Dickerson-Jensen
Mary E. Digney
Jim & Peggy Dixon
Vickie Doherty
Rob E Dolan
Regina Donaway
Kevin & Laurel Dow
Dowl, LLC
Mike & Liz Dunn
Dale A. Durrwachtter
Roger & Ann Dyer
Cornelius Eastman
Bonnie Elder
Beverly Eliason
William & Eleanor Elliott
Candy Elmore
Gus & Margritt Engel
Epsilon Masters Beta
Sigma Phi
Peggy Espeland
Clifford Farley
Rose Feltz
Harriet Fenerty
Julie A. Ferrell-Thompson
Patricia Ferucci
Ilma M. Fox
Judy Francis-Woods
Tamara S. Gravelle &
Nelson Franklin
Luther D. Freeman
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George & Mary Jill Gates
Raymond & Anne Gauthier
GCI
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Sharon Pusich Gill
Colleen Glover
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Laurence & Dahna Graham
Katie E. Gatrix
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Randy & Mary Beth Hahn
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Larry G. Hamilton
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Catherine Hansen
Steinar Hansen
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George & Aase Haugen
Kathryn Hawkins
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Hogan
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Erin E. Hyer
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Hailey Imlach
Rhoda Jal
Barry & Joyce Johnson
Charlotte Johnson
Lawrence M. Jones
Nancy Jones
Nancy Joseph
Stacy Joseph
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Susan E. June
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Carol G. Kane
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Donald Keil, Jr.
John & Eleanor Kelley
Karen Kemp
Mary Beth Kepner
Linda Kesterson
William & Barbara Keyes
Jonathan Kijima
Rodney Kleedehn
Kodiak Hospital Auxiliary
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Mike & Michelle Kubik
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Stephen J. Lacatena
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James Laubenstein
Lillie Laux
Charles Leger
Annette J. Leier
Alan & Pat Leigh
V P Lemons
Naomi Leonard
Lillie M. & Don B. Lesco, Jr.
Jason & Regina Lewis
Amanda S. Lofgren
Carol Lohmann
Tim Longrich
Teresa Lowe
Patricia Jean MacAtee
Thompson
Leonard W. Macatee
Donna L Madison
Markel’s Collision Center
Ron & Rozanne Marsh
Sherry Martinovich
Ronald & Marilyn Martinson
Matanuska Telephone
Association
Jane Matthews
Joan Mattson
Josephine McDonald
Kristen E. McDonald
Susan L. McDonald
Laura & Mary McDonough
Patricia A. McDowell
Heather McIntosh
Wesley G. McIntyre
Steve McKeever
Vonda McWilliams
George & Gladys Meacock
Robyn Middleton
Colin Miller
Jane Moe Newby
Steven Moffitt
Monroe & Edna Eakon
Catherine Morgan
John Mow
Mike Mulneaux
Richard Navitsky
Ryan Newcomer
Gerald Niederhauser
Joseph L. Niespodziani &
Susan Bonham
C2 North, LLC
Northwest Landscape, Inc.
Prestige Care Nursing
and Rehab
Ted & Kathy Nussbaum
Susan Olsen
Michael & Darlene O’Shea
Valerie Oviatt
Jane M. Pallister
Bernie Karl & Connie
Parks-Karl
Rebecca Pauli
Michelle R. Peters
Sally A. Peterson
Pioneer Pickers
Piledrivers & Divers Local
Union #2520
Pioneers of Alaska Women’s
Igloo #8
Cynthia Piwko
Mike & Mark Pollock
Natasha Pope
Ray & Marge Prichard
Carl Propes
Providence Horizon House
Clarissa M. Quinlan
Nancy Reagan
RED@THA
Marcy Redick and Kelley
Doherty
Rory R. Redick
Kelly Redmond
Brigitte M. Ressel
James Richardson
Wayne & Betty Rockne
Cheryl Roderer
Ann & Ray Rodgers, Jr.
Richard & Phyllis Rogers
Melanie Roller
Gene R. Salzman
Michelle D. Schneider
Rod & Vicki Schuh
Lisa Sealy
Victoria Sherwonit
Bill and Annette Sims
Scott & Margaret Smith
Magna Sneed
Rosemarie Spencer
Jeanine St. John
Jody Stahl
Jan & Vicky Sterling
Alice Stickney
Dennis Patrick Stock
Leif & Edel Strand
Betty & Reeda Stroup
Val D. Stuve
Ronni & Lonnie Sullivan
Robert & Jeanne
Sundberg
Robert Swenson
Team Red & White
35 Plus Singles
Dance Club
Dennis & Terri Thompson
Gregory Thorsell
Timothy Troll
United Way of Matanuska-
Susitna Borough
Bruce Vadla
Frances Vadla
Rori A. Van Nortwick
Marieann Vassar
Veeder-Root FuelCenter
Adam, Sabrina & Leo Walker
Robert A. Wall
June Walton-Adams
Boyce C. Watson
Rich & Lisa Wawrzonk
Steven Weaver
David L. Webb
Cheryl R. Westley
Peggy Ann Weston
Jim & Mary Weymiller
Michael T Whalen
Dewey & Louise Whetsell
Karl Wilhelmi
Roy and Laura Williams
Gene Williamson
John A. Williamson
The Wilson Agency
Lori K Wing-Heier
Kenneth & Peggy Young
Leonard Yuknis, DDS
Support Alaskans affected by Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders to ensure quality of life until a cure is found.

2016 ANNUAL REPORT

ANCHORAGE
1750 ABBOTT ROAD
ANCHORAGE, AK 99507
PHONE 907-561-3313
FAX 907-561-3315

FAIRBANKS
565 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SUITE 2
FAIRBANKS, AK 99709
PHONE 907-452-2277
FAX 907-457-3376

JUNEAU
3225 HOSPITAL DRIVE
JUNEAU, AK 99801

EDUCATION
SUITE 101
PHONE 907-586-6044
FAX 907-586-6084

CARE COORDINATION
SUITE 202
PHONE 907-500-7456
FAX 907-500-7457

MAT-SU VALLEY
TRINITY BARN PLAZA
10355 EAST
PALMER-WASILLA HWY
PALMER, AK 99645

EDUCATION
PHONE 907-746-3413
FAX 907-746-3412

CARE COORDINATION
PHONE 907-746-3445
FAX 907-746-3439

Services are available statewide. Please contact the office nearest you or visit our website.

Toll-free within Alaska 1-800-478-1080
www.AlzAlaska.org